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JDBC 3: Java Database ConnectivityHungry Minds, 2002
JDBC 3.0 is the latest revision of Sun’s Java Database Connectivity API. Since its introduction on the market in the mid-90s, Java has evolved from a language and environment suited for applets to a rich enterprise platform. JDBC played a determinant role in Java’s maturation. JDBC is now used as a core technology...
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Buying a Computer for Dummies, 2005 EditionFor Dummies, 2004
CPU, Ghz, Mhz, DIMMS, RAM, ROM, AGP, ISA, PCI, USB, CRT, LCD, NIC, CCD, CIS, DP, Kbps. What do all of these acronyms mean?
   Are you baffled by computer technology and technology? Intimidated by computer salespeople who grimace or grin when you say “gizmo?” Buying a Computer For Dummies 2005 Edition gives you the ABCs of...
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Learn OpenOffice.org Spreadsheet Macro ProgrammingPackt Publishing, 2006
Learn how to extend and customize Calc, the OpenOffice.org spreadsheet, using OOoBasic, OOo's built-in programming language. You don't need to be a developer to create useful and powerful routines and applications. This well structured and practical tutorial will walk you though every step, and inspire you with great ways to save time and increase...
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Introducing StarlingO'Reilly, 2012

	Starling is an ActionScript 3 2D framework developed on top of the Stage3D APIs (available on desktop in Flash Player 11 and Adobe AIR 3). Starling is mainly designed for game development, but could be used for many other use cases....
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Unity for Architectural VisualizationPackt Publishing, 2013

	Transform your architectural design into an interactive real-time experience using Unity


	Overview

	
		Simple instructions to help you set up an interactive and real-time scene
	
		Excellent tips on making your presentations attractive by creating interactive designs
	
		Most important...
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Learning Bing Maps APIPackt Publishing, 2013

	Bing Maps are a great resource and very versatile when you know how. And this book will show you how, covering everything from embedding on a web page to customizing with your own styles and geo-data.


	Overview

	
		Display address information for any point on the map through the location-based REST services...
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HDInsight EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2013

	Tap your unstructured Big Data and empower your business using the Hadoop distribution from Windows


	Overview

	
		Architect a Hadoop solution with a modular design for data collection, distributed processing, analysis, and reporting
	
		Build a multi-node Hadoop cluster on Windows servers

...
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MariaDB and MySQL Common Table Expressions and Window Functions RevealedApress, 2017

	Walk away from old-fashioned and cumbersome query approaches and answer your business intelligence questions through simple and powerful queries built on common table expressions (CTEs) and window functions. These new features in MariaDB and MySQL help you to write queries without having to wade through a quagmire of brittle self-joins and...
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Understanding Game Application Development: With Xamarin.Forms and ASP.NETApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn to build a simple data-driven mobile game application using the power of Xamarin.Forms, ASP.NET, the Web API, and SignalR with this short book. In it you will build a cross-platform mobile application that targets both iOS and Android, connect your app with your database using Entity Framework, and implement real-time...
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Pinnacle Liquid Edition 6 for Windows : Visual QuickPro Guide (Visual Quickstart Guides)Peachpit Press, 2004
Recipients of nine Emmy Awards for technical innovation, Pinnacle products have long been a favorite among professional broadcasters. Now, with Liquid Edition shipping on Alienware Systems new line of notebook computers (and capturing the top engineering award at the National Association of Broadcasters convention), the rest of...
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MySQL/PHP Database ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
MySQL/PHP Database Applications Affordable Open Source Solutions to E-Commerce Challenges In this unique guide, two Web development gurus show you how to harness the open source power of MySQL and PHP — and create high-performance Web database applications that won't break the bank. Using plenty of ready-to-run code and seven concrete...
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Photoshop 7(R): Tips and TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
300+ Immediate Solutions from the Pros

Improve your use of Photoshop in Web and print design. Prepare and plan for Web page development and print output, then skillfully apply the latest design and production techniques. Perform simple adjustments as well as complex tasks--optimize photographic imagery, build animation, add rollovers,...
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